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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR GEODESIC
IMAGE MATCHING USING EDGE POINTS
INTERPOLATION

the invention, the deformation mapping is calculated using
geodesic thin plate splines, driven by a map of intensities built
up With the knoWledge of the edges and the intensities of the
derivatives on the edges. For a ?rst iteration of the multi

resolution, the original ?ltered points are used, then the points

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED UNITED
STATES APPLICATIONS

Warped using the mapping generated during the previous
iteration are used for subsequent iterations. If, at step 14, all
the iterations have been used, the mapping is applied to the
moving image at step 16 to recover the registered image,
otherWise the mapping is applied to the next higher resolution
moving edge image at step 15. A method according to an
embodiment of the invention does not generate the mapping
until the end of the process, thus improving computational

This application claims priority from “Geodesic Image
Matching”, US. Provisional Application No. 60/968,994 of
Khamene, et al., ?ledAug. 30, 2007, the contents of Which are
herein incorporated by reference in their entireties.
TECHNICAL FIELD

e?iciency.

This disclosure is directed to deformable image registra

According to an aspect of the invention, there is provided a

tion.

method for deformable registration of 2 digital images, the
method including providing a pair of digital images, each

DISCUSSION OF THE RELATED ART

image comprising a plurality of intensities associated With a

Image registration has been Widely explored by numerous
approaches. Rigid registration is noW something people knoW

20

Well hoW to do. In essence, rigid registration involves ?nding
the rotations, translations, and image scaling Which make one

extracted at a different resolution, selecting a pair of edge
images With a loWest resolution, determining a mapping from

image match another. This means that there are at mo st 16

parameters to Work With. In the case of deformable registra
tion, one Wants to match one image With another that has been

25

deformed, not just moved. In medical imaging, the displace
ment of the lungs is a good example, Where one can not match

a lung at full inhale With a lung at full exhale only by rotating,
translating and scaling of the chest. Here one needs to actually
move each pixel of the ?rst image to match a pixel With the
other image. This is a tedious task and the number of param
eters is typically a multiple of the number of pixels in the
image. Thus, there is a much bigger parameter space. One
then Would like to reduce this space by selecting only some of
the pixels to be moved, hoping that the other pixels Will folloW
the movements of the selected pixels. This is the interpolation
frameWork.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

30

35

ing said mapping to a next higher resolution edge point image
of said moving image, selecting a pair of edge images at a next
higher resolution, Wherein a moving edge image is the mov
ing edge image to Which said mapping has been applied,
repeating said steps of determining a mapping, applying said
mapping, and selecting a pair of edge images at a next higher
resolution for all edge images in said set of edge images, and
applying said mapping to an entire moving image.

images, prior to determining said mapping.
40

According to a further aspect of the invention, reducing a
number of points comprises folloWing a curve de?ned by a set
of edge points, keeping one point every 0t, Wherein 0t is a

predetermined distance interval, and keeping those points
Wherein an angle made by three points in [3 points is greater

tationally ef?cient registration method using interpolation,
45

of the displacement is induced by the interpolation. One issue
is that the displacement of the feW points, the landmarks, can
lead to tearing or folding of the image. Thus a one-to-one
mapping may be enforced. A deformation according to an
embodiment of the invention remains natural for all iterations
and not just at the ?rst and ?nal stage.
FIG. 1 is a ?owchart of a registration method according to
an embodiment of the invention. An input to a registration
according to an embodiment of the invention is the tWo
images one Wants to register, a moving image, and a ?xed
image, at steps 10a and 10b. A process according to an

edge points of said ?xed image to edge points of moving
image using a geodesic thin plate spline interpolation, apply

According to a further aspect of the invention, the method
includes reducing a number of points in each of said edge

Exemplary embodiments of the invention as described
herein generally include methods and systems for a compu

Where only some points on the edges are registered. The rest

2-dimensional grid of points, said pair including a ?xed
image and a moving image, extracting a set of edge images
from each image of said pair of images, each edge set being

than 0, Wherein [3 is a predetermined number of points and 0
is a predetermined angle.
According to a further aspect of the invention, the method
includes using a Gaussian pyramid to generate images at
progressively loWer resolutions to extract edge sets at differ
ent resolutions.

50

According to a further aspect of the invention, a geodesic

thin plate spline interpolation comprises initialiZing moving
points (11- from ?xed points pi, Wherein said ?xed points are
selected from edge points of said ?xed image, Wherein said
55

moving points and said ?xed points have 2-dimensions, ini
tialiZing a set of N 2-dimensional curbs <Ql-(t), ie[l,N], on said

image domain parameteriZed by te [0,T] associated With paths

embodiment of the invention is a multi-resolution process
based on the detection of the edges at different scales of

from said ?xed points pl- to moving points (11- wherein

resolution. An exemplary edge detection technique is the

Canny edge detection algorithm, applied to the input images
at steps 11a and 11b. The output of the edge ?ltering is n
images of edges, for n resolutions. Starting With the loWest
resolution edge image, some chosen points are selected from
the edges of the ?xed and moving images at steps 12a and
12b. At step 13, the tWo sets of points With unknoWn corre
spondences and different cardinals are matched by calculat
ing a deformation mapping. According to an embodiment of

60

updating said curbs for parameters te[2,T— 1] using a gradient
65

descent of an energy associated With paths from said land

mark points pl- to landmark points qi, calculating from said
curbs for parameters te[2,T-l] a set of coe?icients a, b, 0t that

US 8,218,909 B2
4
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According to a further aspect of the invention, calculating

de?ne a diffeomorphic function g de?ned on said image

domain wherein g(pl.)eql., Vie[1,N], and

said coe?icients a, b, 01 comprises forming a 3><N matrix

1 30-1) [10-1)
P:

wherein a is a 2x2 matrix, b is a 2D vector, 01 is a 2><N matrix,

4511-1) 4111-1) ;

1 [311-1) 410-1)

and f (x) are a set of basis functions, calculating g from said
coe cients, updating said curbs for tIT from said diffeomor
phic function g and a gradient descent of said constraint

forming an N><N matrix K of U(rl.=].) as

energy calculated for points transformed by g, and repeating
said steps of updating said curbs for parameters te[2,T-1],
calculating said coef?cients a, b, 01, calculating g, and updat
ing said curbs for tIT until g converges, where g is a defor

O

U012)

U(r2,1)

0

UULN)
-

U(r2,/v)

K =

mation ?eld that maps said ?xed edge points to said moving
edge points, and said curbs for tIT represent the image of the
initial points as transformed by g.

a

UUNYI) UUNYZ)

O

and matrix Kk:K+1/}\,K wherein 7» is a smoothness parameter

According to a further aspect of the invention, the q,- are
initialiZed as

1

20

greater than 0, rl-J:|Pi—pj| is a distance between the points i
and j, and U(r):r log(r), forming a 3x3 matrix of Zeros O,

forming a (N +3)><(N +3) matrix

L:

25

CF(P') = 218%. y) — SW11. m2

KA P
'P 0

,

calculating L“ 1 Q wherein

is said constraint energy, SF and SM are structural intensities

for a ?xed image and a moving image, respectively, wherein

30

35

where 6 represents the Dirac distribution, K represents a

wherein t((X|2l b):L_1Q is an (N+3)><2 matrix, and wherein |
represents concatenation.
According to a further aspect of the invention, calculating
g comprises initialiZing g to an identity mapping, and evalu

ating

Gaussian kernel, points PI:{PlI, . . . , Pi’, . . . , Pnl} are points

de?ning the edges of image I, wherein I is either the moving
or the ?xed image, vl:{vll, . . . , vi’, . . . , vnl} are their

associated values, and y is a prede?ned constant.
According to a further aspect of the invention, points in the

40

moving set are constrained to be in a set
for all tIO, . . . , T.

45

According to a further aspect of the invention, updating
said curbs for parameters te[2,T-1] using a gradient descent

comprises calculating

50

According to a further aspect of the invention, updating
said curbs for tIT comprises calculating

wherein

CAP’) = 218%. y) — SW11. m2

55

is said constraint energy, SF and SM are structural intensities

for a ?xed image and a moving image, respectively, wherein

60

where 6 represents the Dirac distribution, K represents a
Gaussian kernel, points PI:{Pl’, . . . , Pi’, . . . , Pnl} are points

de?ning the edges of image I, wherein I is either the moving
wherein

wherein for any time dependent function u, Dt(u):T><(u(t+
l)—u(t)), te[0,T-1], and [3 is a prede?ned constant.

65 or the ?xed image, vl:{vll, . . . , vi’, . . . , vnl} are their

associated values, g(<Q(T)) represent the moving points, and y
is a prede?ned constant.

US 8,218,909 B2
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According to another aspect of the invention, there is pro

tems, electron microscopy, etc. Although an image can be
thought of as a function from R3 to R, the methods of the

vided a program storage device readable by a computer, tan

inventions are not limited to such images, and can be applied
to images of any dimension, e.g., a 2-D picture or a 3-D
volume. For a 2- or 3-dimensional image, the domain of the

gibly embodying a program of instructions executable by the
computer to perform the method steps for deformable regis

tration of 2 digital images.

image is typically a 2- or 3-dimensional rectangular array,
Wherein each pixel or voxel can be addressed With reference
to a set of 2 or 3 mutually orthogonal axes. The terms “digital”
and “digitized” as used herein Will refer to images or volumes,
as appropriate, in a digital or digitiZed format acquired via a

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a ?owchart of a registration method according to
an embodiment of the invention.

digital acquisition system or via conversion from an analog

FIG. 2 depicts an exemplary, non-limiting Gaussian pyra

image.

mid according to an embodiment of the invention.
FIGS. 3(a)-(b) depict a case of matching one point to

Gaussian Pyramid
The process of Gaussian pyramid is simple. The idea

another, Where one point is moving, according to an embodi
ment of the invention.

behind it is to progressively blur an image and to Work ?rst on

FIGS. 4(a)-(b) depict another case of matching one point to
another, Where one point is staying still, according to an

the blurriest image. The loWer one is in the pyramid, the loWer
the frequencies to be registered. According to an embodiment
of the invention, the image siZe is divided by 2 after each blur.

embodiment of the invention.
FIGS. 5(a)-(b) depict a case of matching 2 points in a void
With overlapping kernels, according to an embodiment of the
invention.
FIGS. 6(a)-(b), Which depicts the case of 2 points in a void
With overlapping kernels, according to an embodiment of the
invention.

FIGS. 7(a)-(b) depicts images used for testing a registra

An exemplary, non-limiting Gaussian pyramid is shoWn in
20

25

siZe 5x5 pixels, With a standard deviation of 1.6 pixels. Five
pixels at the highest resolution level gO map to one pixel at a
next loWer resolution level g1, and ?ve pixels at resolution
level gO map to 1 pixel at the next loWer resolution level g2.

Canny Edge Detection

tion according to an embodiment of the invention.

According to an embodiment of the invention, the gradient
of the image is computed in x and y direction: VxI(x, y) and

FIGS. 8(a)-(c) depict results obtained on registering the cut
“C” to the full “C”, according to an embodiment of the inven
tion.

FIGS. 9(a)-(c) depict results obtained on registering the

FIG. 2. A Gaussian pyramid uses a Gaussian ?lter to blur the

images. FIG. 2 depicts an exemplary, non-limiting ?lter of

Vy(x, y), and then the magnitude of the gradient and its angle
30

With the horiZontal direction are stored:

full “C” to the cut “C”, according to an embodiment of the

invention.
FIG. 10 shoWs the steps of the completion of the cut “C” to
the full “C”, according to an embodiment of the invention.
FIGS. 11(a)-(c) shoW the same type of experiment involv
ing the registration of a bubbled square, according to an
embodiment of the invention.

35

(1)

(9(x,y):arg umenl(VxI(x,y)+iVyI(x,y)).

(2)

According to an embodiment of the invention, @) is used,
Which is a discretiZation of G): ®e{0, 31/4, 31/2, 375/4}.

A

An exemplary, non-limiting Canny Edge Detector(M, O) is

FIGS. 12(a)-(c) depict the results obtained for the registra
tion of a house to Which Was applied a knoWn deformation,
according to an embodiment of the invention.

WW): I VX1061)“ VyKW) I,

as follows.
40

FIG. 13 is a block diagram of an exemplary computer

system for implementing a method for image registration
using geodesic image matching, according to an embodiment

2. for each x, y in G

3.

of the invention.

(X, y)+?
45

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY
EMBODIMENTS

4.

then G(x, y) <— 0

5.

else G(x, y) <— M(x, y)

6. return G

Exemplary embodiments of the invention as described

herein generally include systems and methods for image reg

do ifM(x, y)<M at neighbors in direction O (x, y) and O

50

According to an embodiment of the invention, a Matlab ver
sion of a Canny Edge Detector can be used, Which can elimi

istration using geodesic image matching. Accordingly, While

nate spurious edges by hysteresis thresholding.

the invention is susceptible to various modi?cations and alter
native forms, speci?c embodiments thereof are shoWn by Way
of example in the draWings and Will herein be described in
detail. It should be understood, hoWever, that there is no intent
to limit the invention to the particular forms disclosed, but on
the contrary, the invention is to cover all modi?cations,

Combining Gaussian Pyramid and Canny Edge Detector in a
Registration Process
55

equivalents, and alternatives falling Within the spirit and
scope of the invention.
As used herein, the term “image” refers to multi-dimen

60

sional data composed of discrete image elements (e. g., pixels
for 2-D images and voxels for 3-D images). The image may
be, for example, a medical image of a subject collected by
computer tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, ultra
sound, or any other medical imaging system knoWn to one of
skill in the art. The image may also be provided from non

medical contexts, such as, for example, remote sensing sys

This disclosure Will use herein beloW the convention of
superscript F for ?xed and M for moving, as it is desired to
match a moving image With a ?xed image. A superscript s is
added to the variables to emphasiZe the scale. Thus, XM’S
represents the variable X for a moving image at scale s.
According to an embodiment of the invention, the edges of
tWo different images are matched at different scales. If there

is a set of points PMde?ning the edges in the image IM, and a
set PF de?ning the edges in the image IF, then a registration
process according to an embodiment of the invention can be
summed up as folloWs.
65

Start at the loWest level (i.e. the smallest images).
1 . Match PM’S with PBS and keep the displacement ?eld FS.
2. Upscale the displacement ?eld to F5“.

US 8,218,909 B2
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3. Apply the displacement ?eld PS+1 to PM’S+1 and store it in

Since it is desired to ?nd a function h as smooth as possible,
one can evaluate this smoothness using an operator L. De?ne
a Hilbert space HL such that the inner product is:

PM,s+l
4. Increment s:s+1 and go to 1.

According to an embodiment of the invention, the displace
ment ?eld is not actually upscaled because it is computed
using thin plate spline coe?icients, Which are not dependent
to the scale.

Geodesic lnterpolating Splines
Reducing the number of points moving Within the image,

and then de?ne the norm on HL as ||f||L2:(]c,f)L.
In this frameWork one needs to ?nd fxeHL, a basis function

from all the pixels to only a set of landmarks, can reduce the
computational cost of the registration. But it is desired to
generate a dense mapping from the information on the dis
placement of this limited amount of points and to preserve the

such that the projection of h on it is equivalent to evaluating h
at the point Where the basis function is given. That is to say:

consistency of the displacement computed for the points in
the image Which are not in the set of landmarks. To preserve

This task then comprises minimiZing

this consistency, the mapping should be one-to-one, and to
prevent any folding or tearing of the mapping from happen

ing, the mapping should be diffeomorphic. One approach for
a numerically ef?cient Way of making an interpolating spline
diffeomorphic, described in Camion and Younes, “Geodesic
interpolating splines”, in EMMCVPR, volume 2134 of Lec
ture Notes in Computer Science, pages 513-527, Springer,

20

The theoretical existence of functions fx can be proven. For
example, one can use a Gaussian as a basis function:

2001, edited by Figueiredo, Zerubia, and Jain, the contents of
Which are herein incorporated by reference in their entirety, is
as folloWs.

25

First, some notation. Here Q is a bounded set in the plane,

H is a Hilbert space ofQ, (, ) is an innerproduct on H, and (pl,
. . , pN) and (ql, . . . ,

then

) are tWo sets of matching landmarks

in Q.
A goal according to an embodiment of the invention is to

30

?nd a diffeomorphism geQ such that:

For the purpose of diffeomorphic matching, the use of the

vienw], gut-#11,.

Thin Plate Splines as described by Bookstein, “Principal
Warps: Thin-plate splines and the decomposition of deforma
tions”, IEEE Trans. Pattern Anal. Mach. Intell., 11(6):567

(3)

or more speci?cally, an approximate matching Which ?ts best
the diffeomorphi sm condition and the constraints on the land

35

marks matching.

lnterpolating Splines
The task of approximate matching using interpolating
splines is ?nding a g such as:
40

N

(4)

use the Gaussian basis and produce a diffeomorphic mapping
With the same technique.

Thin Plate Splines
Using the Laplacian operator A in place of the L operator
used before, the inner product can be de?ned as:

g = arhgrgin{||h||2 “2 (<3... h> - [It->2}
e

585, 1989, the contents of Which are herein incorporated by
reference in their entirety, provides a simple and computa
tionally e?icient Way of interpolating. Nonetheless one could

[:1

For a ?xed }\,>0, and where L, . . . , fNeH is a set of functions

(11)

45

The basis function can then be computed, using:

to Which the mapping should be as close as possible in the
locations of the landmarks. That is to say, if there is a basis

function fpi centered on pi, the projection of h of this function
should be as close as possible to q.

The parameter 7» Will be referred to as the smoothness,
since reducing this parameter reduces the effect of the con

50

There is noW the equality up to the addition of an a?ine
function:

straints, resulting in a smoother mapping. The solution should
be searched in the space spanned by fpl, . . . , fPN so the

unknoWn mapping can be expressed as a linear combination

of 3",:

55

(13)

V h 6 HA,{
N

(5)

g = z aifp;
60

[:1

Which provides g up to the addition of an af?ne function, that
is to say:

If one de?nes the matrix S such as SZ-JIOCPi, 3GP), then the task
becomes: ?nd (n such as:

oFarg l'HlH{tOLSOL+)\.t(SOL—q)(SOL-(1)},

J

(6)

Where 0t and q are vectors With respective components (xi and
(li

65
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The constrain hTIg is given in order to lead to the solution.

EQ. (6) can be used to ?nd a, b and 0t as follows. De?ne:

Then one can write the energy F of this transformation as:

rl-J:|pi—pj|, the distance between the points i and j;

T

(20)

r = Z udmuz
I<:l

Now consider a continuous variable te[0,l], which corre

sponds to having tTaoO~tk/T, and:
de?ne the N><N matrix K of general term U(rl.=].):
(15)

then EQ. (19) becomes:
U(rN’1) U(rN’2)

0

de?ne KAIK+ l/KK where 7» is the parameter given in EQ. (6),

20

ah

_

h

(22)

50,) — W, (M)

and de?ne the 3><N matrix P:

m0, ) = id
MT’) = g

1
P

1

Pi Pi
X

P2

(16)
25

y

P2

and the energy becomes

1 Pi, PX/

l'(v):follv(l)ll2dl-

one can then de?ne the (N+3)><(N+3) matrix L:

The knowledge of v thus allows one to determine g by inte

gration of an ordinary differential equation.
Now, add the spline requirements to the equation. Let
Vie[l ,N], <Ql.(t) be curbs of Q parameteriZed by t. These are in
association with the ?ow paths v(t) leading from the landmark

(17)

KA P
L:

30

(23)

'P 0
35

points pl- to the landmark points qi. That is to say:

where O is a 3x3 matrix of Zeros. Now if

Q=

43,000]

qi,--- MIX/.000

,

40

According to an embodiment of the invention, the energy of
this path can be minimized by:

then, it can be shown that
45

which is an (N +3)><2 matrix, where I represents concatena
tion, is a solution to EQ. (6). This de?nes Thin Plate Spline
interpolation, according to an embodiment of the invention.
The next section describes how to make this interpolation

diffeomorphic.

EW, 51,

, 5N) =

(25)

d4”;

2

Em-m. 43(1)) 50

Diffeomorphic Landmark Matching
There is also here de?ned a geodesic distance between two set

A method according to an embodiment of the invention

ofpoints l:(pl, . . . , pN) and l':(ql, . . . , qN), which is:

combines the theory of diffeomorphism groups, generated as
?ows on Q and thus solutions of an ordinary differential

55

equation, with interpolating splines. The cost of a deforma
tion g, can be de?ned as the sum of in?nitely small costs,

Geodesic interpolating Thin Plate Splines
Now, for each in?nitely small displacement v(t,~) as

representing small deformations. Let d(tl,), . . . , d(t1,~) rep

resent small displacements which incrementally lead to g.

Then incrementally applying the deformation function lP(tk,)

60

de?ned in EQ. (21) is required to be a Thin Plate Spline

mapping. Following EQ. (14), v is then:

leads to the desired deformation:

65
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One can combine the energy in EQ. (25) with the ?ow of EQ.

Geodesic Matching with Free Extremities
In this section, it will be shown that a registration frame

(27), using U de?ned in EQ. (12) and discretiZing for te[0,T]:
N

T

N

E0. 4) = Z 2 win). wjmwuam 1310mm
[,jIl 1:0

Tel

work according to an embodiment of the invention can be
viewed as a matching task with free extremities.
In the last section the minimiZation process was performed

(28)

2 ||Z.-(r>||2.
[:1

1:0

with:
N

(29)
10

ZzU) = DAL) — a(UL-(I) — b0) — z 01k U(|§/<(I) — 51ml)
k:1

and for any time dependent function u,

with ?xed extremities that are the initial and target points.
However, in a registration process according to an embodi
ment of the invention, it is desired to move the initial points
toward a set of ?nal points without any known correspon
dence, or even without knowing if the repartition of the points
or their number is consistent with each other. Assuming one
can de?ne a constraint C,mage)(l') which describes how far
from the target image the set of points is, one can then can use

(30)

the framework given by Garcin and Younes, “Geodesic
matching with free extremities”, J. Math. lmagingVis., 25(3):

An exemplary, non-limiting two step algorithm according

by reference in their entirety, where not only the minimiZing

Vle[0,T-l], Dt(u):T><(u(l+l)—u(l)).

329-340, 2006, the contents of which are herein incorporated

to an embodiment of the invention which converges for mini

miZing the energy of EQ. (28) is as follows.

20

paths between two set of points are unknown but where the
paths’ extremities themselves are unknown.
It has been shown that a constraint should be enforced on

GEODESIC THIN PLATE SPLINES ((pl, . . . , pN), (ql, . . . , qN), [3):

each extremity of the path to have a well posed problem.

1-

Vte [0, T], a(t) <- 0

2-

v t e [0, T], b(t) <- 0

3'

v

25

According to an embodiment of the invention, a soft con
straint will be used on one of the extremities and a hard
constraint on the other, to minimiZe the energy:

Emmhing?l 3:1!(1,1 32+C1magAI 3,

(3 2)

with the hard constraint:
t

E [

0 Tl
,

,

[I O]

30

a( t) <- O 1

4.

[

Kernel Matching
35

5. repeat

7.

‘

[lNlVI

[ET 1150)

(33)

de?ned.

Vie [LN], VIE [QTLL-(IFP; + T61; —P;)

6'

Vie[1,N], I,-:P,-,

where d(l, l') is de?ned in EQ. (26) and Cmage?') is yet to be

50) B6B

Let P’ be a set of points de?ning the edges of an image I.
The ‘Structural Intensity’ of an image 1, S’, can be de?ned as
the convolution by a Gaussian kernel of an image formed only
by the points PI:{PlI, . . . , Pi’, . . . , Pnl} and their associated
values vl:{vll, . . . ,vil, . . . ,vnl}. That is to say, if?) represents

L is built using EQ. (17), Where P is the matrix de?ned using

40

:0 — 1)

the Dirac distribution, and K represents the Gaussian kernel,
one has:

v t e [1. T — 1]. ‘(am | mm» = U140)
9. until convergence
45

10. return ot, a, b, 2

Here one just needs to write the derivative of E with respect to

So, matching points has been replaced with matching ‘ Struc

(Q:

tural Intensities’. A measure can be de?ned between two
50

‘Structural Intensities’, with superscript F for the ?xed image
and M for the moving image, as:

(31)

55
Fl

which with EQ. (34) expands and gives the constraint energy:
60

(36)

65

Now, EQ. (36) can be derived with respect to the position of

where VIUeR denotes the gradient of U with respect to one of
its variables (it does not matter which one since the mapping

(a,b) l—)U(|a-b|) is symmetric). The points in the path de?ne,
for each time t, where the points have moved since the time
t— 6t. To recover the complete deformation, one sums the

induced in?nitely small deformations, which is equivalent to

each point in PM to carry out the gradient descent on each

resolving the ODE of EQ. (22).

point’s position:

US 8,218,909 B2
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the case of 2 points 63a, 63b in a void With overlapping

kernels 61a, 61b, shoW that this change has the desired effect,

With FIG. 6(a) depicting points staying still, and FIG. 6(b) is
a closer look at the outlined squares 61a, 61b of FIG. 6(a).
A Geodesic Thin Plate Spline algorithm according to an
embodiment of the invention presented above can be modi
?ed to take into account the constraint of the image Which

leads the points. Exemplary, non-limiting pseudo-code for
such an algorithm is as folloWs.
GEODESIC THIN PLATE SPLTNEs((pl, . . . , PN) Image F, y, [3):

FIGS. 3, 4, and 5 present results of solving these equations
Without regularization With the Geodesic Splines. FIGS. 3(a)
(b) depict a case of matching one point to another, Where one

point is moving. FIGS. 4(a)-(b) depict another case of match
ing one point to another, Where one point is staying still.
FIGS. 5(a)-(b) depict a case of matching 2 points in a void

20

With overlapping kernels. In each of these cases, the (b) ?gure
is a closer look at an outlined square(s) 31, 41, 51a, 51b ofthe
(a) ?gure. The images 32, 42, 52 seen underneath are the ?xed
‘ structural intensities’. On top of the structural intensity, each
outlined square 31, 41, 51a, 51b represents the kernel sur

25

rounding a point 33, 43, 53a, 53b, and the arroW 34, 44, 54a,
54b starting from the center of each square and ending in a
cross, shoWs the movement of this point in one iteration.
In FIGS. 3 and 4, it can be seen that When the kernel

surrounding a point and the kernel of the ?xed image are

30

overlapping, as in FIGS. 3(a)-(b), the point is moving. When

8.

L is built using EQ. (17). Where P is the matrix de?ned using

there is no overlap, as in FIGS. 4(a)-(b), there is no move

‘@(t - 1)

ment, and this is a consequence of the equations.

Another consequence of the equations is the fact that When,
for example, tWo points are aWay from the information of the
?xed image, but have overlapping kernels, as shoWn in FIGS.
5(a)-(b), these tWo points tend to move aWay from one
another to not overlap. If there are many points in a void, they

Will tend to spread quickly on the void, thus disrupting the
contour. The points are moving Whereas there is no informa

v r e [1, T — 1], ‘(M0 | ammo) = U140)

35

10.

h <— GEODESIC TPS GET WARP (got, a, b)

40

12. until convergence

tion available from the ?xed image.
Modi?ed Kernel Matching

13. return ‘@(T), h

One can add a rule to the movement of the points: a point

PiM is alloWed to move only if:

GEODESIC TPS GET WARP (Q, ot, a, b):
45

50

4.

return g

55

At convergence, (@(T) represents the image of the initial points
transformed by the deformation h.
60

amount of data used is reduced by taking only the edges of the
image as the only registration guide, it can be seen during the
registration process that feWer points evenly distributed on
the edges Will give similar results. Points that are located on

In other Words, if a moving kernel has no information under

neath, if it is not intersecting With the ?xed image, then the

Points Number Reduction
Referring back to steps 12a, 12b of FIG. 1, even if the

65

corners and on highly curbed edges have more effect on the

point related to this kernel should not move, hence not be

registration than other points. Indeed the variations in the

computed Within the energy. FIGS. 6(a)-(b), Which depicts

curve denote higher frequencies, so it seems consistent to

US 8,218,909 B2
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have a higher frequency of points in these areas. From these
observations ?ltering scheme may be set up to eliminate the

FIGS. 8(a)-(c) depict results obtained on registering the cut
“C” to the full “C”. FIGS. 9(a)-(c) depict results obtained on
registering the full “C” to the cut “C”. Three types of images
are shoWn: the moving points 81, 91 on the ?xed edge 82, 92
in the (a) ?gure, the deformation ?eld after registration in the

less useful points.
The variations of the curve are directly linked to the second

derivative of the parameteriZed curve, in that there is a density
of points linked to the norm of the second derivative at each

(b) ?gure, and ?nally the difference image in the (c) ?gure. In

point. HoWever, it is simpler and computationally more e?i
cient to use a heuristic based on the angle of curvature When
one folloWs a curve draWn by the points.

the (c) ?gures, the surrounding gray areas 83, 93 are null.
An algorithm according to an embodiment of the invention

An exemplary, non-limiting algorithm for point number

can interpolate the ‘natural’ movement of the ‘C’. FIG. 10
shoWs the steps of the completion of the cut “C” to the full

reduction according to an embodiment of the invention is as

folloWs, presented here With a recursive function for the sake

“C”, shoWing the interpolation of the movement of the edges.
FIGS. 11(a)-(c) shoW the same type of experiment involv
ing the registration of a bubbled square. FIG. 11(a) depicts the
original square, the moving image in this case, FIG. 11(b)

of comprehensiveness. This algorithm folloWs each of the
curves in the edges to keep only one point every 0t, and keep

the points Where the angle made by three points in [3 points, is
greater than 6.
POINTS FILTERING (AllPoints)

depicts the deformed image, Which is taken as the ?xed

image, and FIG. 11(c) depicts the registration result.
FIGS. 12(a)-(c) depict the results obtained for the registra
tion of a house to Which Was applied a knoWn deformation.
20

1. X <— AllPoints

2. While X==0
3.
do [sparseChain, X] = GetChain(X, nodePoint <— ?rst)

4. remainingPoints <— {AllPoints \ sparseChain }
5. return remainingl’oints, sparseChain

GETCHAIN (AllPoints, nodePoint):

FIG. 12(a) is the original house, Which is the moving image,
FIG. 12(b) depicts the deformed house, Which is the ?xed
image, and FIG. 12(0) depicts the registration result.

System Implementations
25

It is to be understood that embodiments of the present
invention can be implemented in various forms of hardWare,
softWare, ?rmware, special purpose processes, or a combina
tion thereof. In one embodiment, the present invention can be

implemented in softWare as an application program tangible
1. sparseChain[1] <— AllPoints[nodeP oint]

2. sparseIndex<—1

embodied on a computer readable program storage device.
30

3. memory[1] <— AllPoints[nodeP oint]

a machine comprising any suitable architecture.
FIG. 13 is a block diagram of an exemplary computer

4. AllPoints <— {AllPoints \AllPoints[nodeP oint]}
5. i <— 1

6. repeat
7.

i <— i+1

8.
9.

// vector of all the distances
dist <— DISTANCE(AllPoints, memory[i])

10.

35

indexl <— FIND(dist ; Vi)
memory[i] <— AllPoints [index 1[1]]
AllPoints <— {AllPoints \AllPoints[indexl[1]]}

14.

if i> 0t

15.

then if

16.

ANGLE(mernory[i— 0t ], memory[i— (1/2],
memory[i])> 6

system for implementing a method for image registration
using geodesic image matching, according to an embodiment
of the invention. Referring noW to FIG. 13, a computer system

// vector of indices of all the points in the eight-neighborhood

13.

The application program can be uploaded to, and executed by,

40

131 for implementing the present invention can comprise,
inter alia, a central processing unit (CPU) 132, a memory 133
and an input/ output (I/O) interface 134. The computer system
131 is generally coupled through the I/O interface 134 to a
display 135 and various input devices 136 such as a mouse
and a keyboard. The support circuits can include circuits such

sparseChain[sparseIndex] <— memory[i— 0t ]]

17.

sparseIndex <— sparseIndex + 1

as cache, poWer supplies, clock circuits, and a communica

18.
19.

if MODULO(i, [5)
then
sparseChain[sparseIndex] <— memory[i— [3 /2]

tion bus. The memory 133 can include random access

20.
21.
22.
23.

sparseIndex <— sparseIndex + 1
if LENGTH(indexl) == 1
then
dist <— DISTANCE(AllPoints, memory[i—1])

24.

index2 <— ?nd(dist ; V7)

25.

forj <— 1 to LENGTH(index2)

26.

do

[a, b, AllPoints] <— GETCHAIN(AllPoints,

45

drive, etc., or a combinations thereof. The present invention
can be implemented as a routine 137 that is stored in memory

133 and executed by the CPU 132 to process the signal from
the signal source 138. As such, the computer system 131 is a
50

index2?])
27.

sparseChain <— {sparseChain l a}

28.

memory <— {memory I b}

29.

i <— SIZE(rnemory)

30.
sparseIndex <— SIZE(sparseChain)
31. until indexl = 0;
32. return sparseChain, memory, AllPoints

memory (RAM), read only memory (ROM), disk drive, tape

55

general purpose computer system that becomes a speci?c
purpose computer system When executing the routine 137 of
the present invention.
The computer system 131 also includes an operating sys
tem and micro instruction code. The various processes and
functions described herein can either be part of the micro
instruction code or part of the application program (or com

bination thereof) Which is executed via the operating system.
In addition, various other peripheral devices canbe connected

Results
FIGS. 8-11 shoW results obtained With an algorithm

to the computer platform such as an additional data storage

according to an embodiment of the invention on the letter ‘C’ . 60 device and a printing device.

The original images are shoWn in FIGS. 7(a)-(b). This test
image involves the completion of the cut ‘C’, shoWn in FIG.
7(b), Which is a full dilatation as opposed to the full contrac
tion of the reverse process. A full dilatation and full contrac
tion are attempted, With the same parameters, to see if an
algorithm according to an embodiment of the invention can

perform both Ways.

It is to be further understood that, because some of the

constituent system components and method steps depicted in
the accompanying ?gures can be implemented in softWare,
the actual connections betWeen the systems components (or
65

the process steps) may differ depending upon the manner in
Which the present invention is programmed. Given the teach

ings of the present invention provided herein, one of ordinary
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skill in the related art will be able to contemplate these and

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the q,- are initialiZed as

similar implementations or con?gurations of the present
invention.
While the present invention has been described in detail
with reference to a preferred embodiment, those skilled in the
art will appreciate that various modi?cations and substitu
tions can be made thereto without departing from the spirit
and scope of the invention as set forth in the appended claims.
What is claimed is:
is said constraint energy, SF and SM are structural intensities

1. A method for deformable registration of 2 digital images,
comprising the steps of:
providing a pair of edge images, said pair including a ?xed
edge image and a moving edge image, each said edge

for a ?xed image and a moving image, respectively, wherein

image comprising a set of edge points extracted from a

corresponding 2-dimensional digital image;
initialiZing moving points q,- from ?xed points pi, wherein
where 6 represents the Dirac distribution, K represents a

said ?xed points are selected from said ?xed edge image;
initialiZing a set of N 2-dimensional curbs <Ql-(t), ie[1,N], on

Gaussian kernel, points PI:{Pl’, . . . , Pi’, . . . , Pnl} are points

a domain of said edge images parameteriZed by te[0,T]
associated with paths from said ?xed points pl- to moving
points q,- wherein

de?ning the edges of image I, wherein l is either the moving

20

or the ?xed image, vl:{vll, . . . , vi’, . . . , vnl} are their

associated values, and y is a prede?ned constant.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein points in the moving set
are constrained to be in a set
25

updating said curbs for parameters te[2,T-1] using a gra
dient descent of an energy associated with paths from

said landmark points pl. to landmark points qi;
calculating from said curbs for parameters te[2,T-1] a set
of coe?icients a, b, 01 that de?ne a diffeomorphic func
tion g de?ned on said image domain wherein

30

5. The method of claim 1, wherein updating said curbs for

parameters te[2,T-1] using a gradient descent comprises cal

culating
35

wherein

wherein a is a 2x2 matrix, b is a 2D vector, 01 is a 2><N matrix,

40

i, 1-1 1:0

)

and fp(x) are a set of basis functions;

calculating g from said coe?icients;
updating said curbs for tIT from said diffeomorphic func

wherein U (r) : rlog',

tion g and a gradient descent of said constraint energy

calculated for points transformed by g; and
repeating said steps of updating said curbs for parameters
te[2,T-1], calculating said coef?cients a, b, 01, calculat

45

ing g, and updating said curbs for tIT until g converges,
wherein g is a deformation ?eld that maps said ?xed edge

points to said moving edge points, and said curbs for tIT
represent the image of the initial points as transformed

50

wherein for any time dependent function u, D(u):T><(u(t+1)—
u(t)),te[0,T-1], and [3 is a prede?ned constant.
6. The method of claim 1, wherein calculating said coef?
cients a, b, 01 comprises:
forming a 3><N matrix

by g.
2. The method of claim 1, wherein each corresponding

digital image comprises a plurality of intensities associated
with a 2-dimensional grid of points, and further comprising
extracting a set of edge images from said corresponding pair
of digital images, each edge set being extracted at a different

1 410-1) 440-1)
55

selecting a pair of edge images with a lowest resolution;
applying said deformation ?eld mapping to a next higher

450-1) 440-1) ;

forming an N><N matrix K of U(rl.,].) as

resolution edge point image of said moving image;
selecting a pair of edge images at a next higher resolution,

wherein a moving edge image is the moving edge image
to which said mapping has been applied;

of next higher resolution edge images; and
applying said mapping to an entire moving image.

1

1 400-1) 410-1)

resolution;

calculating a deformation ?eld and set of curbs for each set

P:
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